
by Advanced Nutrients is just such a discovery. 

Bud Ignitor uses a special bloom-signaling ingredient, 
that is natural and bio-friendly, to trigger an amplified 
and accelerated bloom response. Essentially, Bud Ignitor 
doesn’t “do” anything by itself. It simply talks to your 
plants, and tells them, “it’s time to bloom.” That way, they 
put all of their growing energy into blooming gorgeous, 
heavy flowers.  And oh, how well they listen...

When you use Bud Ignitor, you’ll see signs of 
flowers in 5 days instead of 10.
Erik Biksa, of the Hydroponics Secrets blog, and editor 
of Rosebud Magazine’s Hydroponics Section, couldn’t 

advancednutrients.com/BudIgnitor

Read what growers are saying about
Bud Ignitor!

Charles, Needham, Massachusetts   “One thing I noticed about Bud 
Ignitor it mixes easy with other additives and the hydroponics nutrients 
program. I could see that the flowers popped out on the plants a lot 
quicker. And also I could see that later on they were bigger. This is what 
I wanted when I bought it and I am glad it came through for me.”

Ryan Farmer   “Day 7 of flowering. Noticed some huge pistil configurations 
thanks to Bug Ignitor! Pricey, but well worth it! Thanks guys!”

Kaleb Zemke   “Already been using Bud Ignitor for about a  
month now, worth every cent and then some!!!”

believe his eyes. He says, “I was blown away, I had to 
keep double-checking the calendar.” In a side-by-side 
grow, Erik used Bud Ignitor in the first two weeks of the 
bloom phase and the results were phenomenal. What 
took the control plant more than 8 weeks of growth only 
took the plant with Bud Ignitor 7 weeks. 

And if you’d like to see these results in your 
growing, you can do it risk-free!
When you use Bud Ignitor, it’s guaranteed to perform. If 
you’re not blown away with how quickly and dramatically 
your plants burst into the bloom phase, return it with 
proof of purchase for a complete and immediate refund. 

We want you to feel good about using Bud Ignitor!
So let us take the risk. Let us prove to you just how 
amazing your yields can be when you have over a week’s 
head start on your bloom phase! If you don’t get these 
results for yourself, we don’t get paid.

Visit your local hydro store  
and ask for Bud Ignitor by  
Advanced Nutrients today!

For years growers have known it takes about 
7 to 9 weeks to finish the bloom phase. Or 
about 7 to 10 days after changing light cycles 
to start the bloom phase. 

But every once in awhile there is a scientific 
discovery that is so revolutionary, it changes 
the rules everybody “knows”. 
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